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LITHIUM BATTERY CHARGER
Model: TrustFire TR-008

Description:

TR-008 multifunctional intelligent fast battery charger.
This charger is a constant current PWM smart charger. Within a certain voltage segment, it is
maintained to charge with a constant high current to achieve the fast charging purpose.

Features:

(1). TR-008 multifunctional intelligent fast battery charger.
This charger is a constant current PWM smart charger. Within a certain voltage segment, it is
maintained to charge with a constant high current to achieve the fast charging purpose.
(2). Charging current: when charging, the maximum charging current is 1300mA±200mA (Battery
internal resistance will affect the charging current). Battery can be 99% -100% fully charged.

Technical Parameters:

- Input Voltage: AC (~) 220V 50Hz / DC 12-30V

- Input Power: 20W ±2W

- Lithium battery charging current: 1300mA ±200mA
- Nickel battery charge current: 400-600mA

- USB Output: 5V/1A

- C gear: Charging input gear
- O gear: USB output gear

- Battery Voltage Switch: 3V (1.2V/3V) 4.2V
- Working Temperature: -40°C ~ 55°C

- Compatible Battery: Li-ion 18650/25500/26650/26700/32650 Ni-MH AA/AAA

- Size: 156mm(L) x 92mm (W) x 52mm (H)

- Weight: 309g (battery not included)
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Charge Operating Instructions:

(1) Connecting the power supply (the charger has a direct connection to AC 220V, 50HZ power
connector and 12-30V DC car charger adapter interface, you can choose accordingly) and the LCD
works.
In the meanwhile, the screen will shows our company LOGO (TrustFire) and go into standby
Pattern
in two seconds.
(2) Turn charge-discharge swith to "C" gear and the charger is charging;

(3) According to the type of rechargeable battery, turn the voltage switch to the appropriate
voltage segment.

(4) Place the battery in the charging slot with the electrode contact well with the charge sheet,
and the LCD screen will displays Charging.
The corresponding position displays the battery icon, flashing battery icon on the grid, which
means
the battery is being charged.
The charger will intelligently identify the battery and shows the battery type on the left side of the
screen .

(5) When the LCD displays full electricity grid and the battery icon stops flashing, it means battery

is fully charged.

(6) The batteries should be promptly removed.

(7) This charger is with an intuitive LCD display and easy for users to check the battery power.
(8) Ensure the voltage of 1.2V NiMh battery rehcargeale battery above 0.8V and the minimum

voltage for 3V and 3.7V battery more than 1.6V ( the battery itself does not take protection circuit).
If the battery voltage falls below the minumum voltage, it can not be charged and the battery should
be repaired before charging with this charger.
(9) With anti-reverse protection, it ensure the battery and charger will not be damanaged due to
Anti-mounted battery.

(10) Charger has USB output port. Choose the charge and discharge switch to be O mode and put the
battery in the slots (The third charging slot has no outward discharge function, please note the
mark in the slot) to achieve supplying power (mobile power bank function).
(11) Battery unsuitable to this corresponding voltage is prohibited to prevent the false
phenomenom of over-charging or power over.

(12) When the voltage gear switch is 3.0V, it can simultaneously charge and identify 3.0V LiFePO4
battery and 1.2V NiMh batter as well as 3V li-ion battery.
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